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TENURE REDUX
JACQUELINE D. LIPTON1
When Professor Bartow invited me to contribute a
paper for the IP Redux Conference, my mind immediately
)(+0WZ )/ v0 v+)R[OW c9Z .(uOR*SWZ R0 )SW "W+PWOWq <W[S0/O/Tq
Law Journal in 2003 somewhat pretentiously titled:
Balancing Private Rights and Public Policies:
Reconceptualizing Property in Databases.2 In a series of
W2vRO* tR)S A+/VW**/+ "v+)/tl c v+)R[(Ov)WZ tSq c9Z [S/*W0
the piece, including the fact that it had seemed a fertile area
of academic debate and scholarship at a time when the U.S.
Congress decided not to enact new database protection
legislation—legislation that would effectively create a
property-like right in valuable database contents.
My idea for the conference was that we might glean
some lessons from the database debate in terms of
ConT+W**9* ZW[R*R/0* )/ )vPWl /+ 0/) )vPWl v[)R/0 tSW0 v 0Wt
form of valuable proprietary information came to light.
There was also an interesting international comparative
angle, given that the European Union adopted a Directive on
database protection in 19DG o)SW U{v)vuv*W {R+W[)R'W=n3 that
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led to a number of intriguing judicial interpretations4 and
several sets of administrative reviews. 5
However, when I thought about it afterward, none of
those reasons were the real reason my mind had
automatically gone to that piece when Professor Bartow
invited me to participate in the conference. Rather, there was
something about that article that spoke to who I was as a
junior scholar recently transplanted to the United States from
Australia by way of the United Kingdom. The article spoke
more to who I was as a scholar—then and now—than to
what I was interested in researching. That is not to say that
I did not have an interest in the database debate. In fact, I
continue to have an interest in that debate and still very much
enjoy discussing aspects of it in my international intellectual
property classes. However, the real significance of the piece
to me had to do with where I was on the American tenure)+v[P R0 )W+2* /V OWv+0R0T )/ Ut+R)W ORPW v0 #2W+R[v0= v0Z
assimilate into my newly adopted scholarly community.
When the editors of the law review contacted me
about the written version of the piece I presented at the
conference, I begged their indulgence to write more of a
personal essay about my tenure process and the role of the
article in that context than about the substance of the article
R)*WOVj c92 T+v)WV(O )Sv) )SWq vT+WWZ v0Z 0/t c uWT q/(+
indulgence as I reflect on what this piece meant to my own
growth and development as an American legal scholar.
4
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I should start out by noting that this article was not
my first attempt at a tenure piece, but it was the first that
UVWO)= ORPW v )W0(+W .RW[Wl uq tSR[S c 2Wv0 R) tv* +W[WR'WZ
by my faculty colleagues as something approximating what
)SWq9Z uWW0 v*PR0T 2W )/ Z/ Rn my transition from AngloAustralian legal scholarship to American legal scholarship.
While my entry into U.S. legal academia came from
a place different from many of my colleagues who were
WZ([v)WZ R0 #2W+R[v0 Ovt *[S//O*l R0 2v0q tvq* R) tv*09)
so different in substance. We all had to learn how to write
American-style legal scholarship, even those who may have
been on law review at their own law schools. Being on the
tenure track was different. There was more at stake for us as
individuals and arguably also for the schools that hired us in
terms of scholarly reputation, citation counts, the ability to
attract good students to the school through solid hiring, and
probably a bunch of other factors that escape me at present.
My own early attempts at American scholarship were
met with the criticism that my writing was too practical or
doctrinal. The objections were that my work focused on the
nuts and bolts of an issue with an eye to solving a discrete
problem. In other words, my scholarship was insufficiently
theoretical. Blame my practitioner roots for that. My later
attempts, the ones that I count as my first attempts at real
tenure pieces, were criticized for being too waffling and
(0)W)SW+WZl v0Z V/+ *W))R0T (. U*)+vt 2W0= )/ P0/[P Z/t0j
Those pieces were the result of a growing intuition—fueled
by discussions with my colleagues at my own, and other,
schools—that I needed a grand theory of everything to offer
)/ )SW v[vZW2qj BV [/(+*Wl c ,(R[POq +WvORpWZ )Sv) c ZRZ09)
actually have a grand theory of everything—few on the
tenure track do6—so I ended up using impressive words to
say very little, a common problem for early stage scholars.
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In any event, somewhere around 2001-2002, I was
[/0V+/0)WZ tR)S )SW 0WWZ )/ t+R)W */2W)SR0T U#2W+R[v0l=
that dealt wR)S v0 R**(W /V R0)W+W*) )/ U#2W+R[v0 OWTvO
*[S/Ov+*l= )Sv) tv* t+R))W0 R0 )SW U#2W+R[v0 tvql= )Sv)
sounded credibly theoretical, but that had sufficient
[/0[+W)W0W** */ v* 0/) )/ uW v U*)+vt 2v0j=
Enter the database debate.
This was an area of scholarship in which I felt
comfortable having recently studied the issue in the United
Kingdom first as part of my LL.M. degree at Cambridge
University and later as faculty at the University of
Nottingham. I also had a colleague in Australia who had
written broadly on the comparative aspects of the issue and
who had generously discussed his work, and my ideas, with
me.
I was delighted to find, when I first took up an
American faculty position, that the intellectual property (IP)
sector was abuzz with concern about the relatively recently
adopted Database Directive in the E.U.,7 and the concern that
the United States Congress would enact something similar.
The main concerns about the Directive were that it created a
new over-reaching sui generis IP right that had significant
potential to interfere with the balance between IP and free
access to information and ideas.8 oz/(9OO uW +WORW'WZ )/
know that this is about as technical I need to get about the
debate for the purposes of this essay).
The good news for me was that some of the leading
scholars in the IP field were beginning to write about the
database issue at the time, and it was possible I could join
7

See Directive 96/9/EC, supra note 2.
See, e.g., Mary Maureen Brown et al., Database Protection in a Digital
World, 6 RICH. J.L. & TECH. 2, 35 (1999); J.H. Reichman & Paul F.
Uhlir, Database Protection at the Crossroads: Recent Developments and
Their Impact on Science and Technology, 14 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 793,
809-10 (1999); J.H. Reichman & Pamela Samuelson, Intellectual
Property Rights in Data?, 50 VAND. L. REV. 49, 145-58 (1997).
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their scholarly debates.9 At my first ever U.S. intellectual
property conference, one of the leading scholars in the field
assured me that it was not a question of if Congress would
act on the matter, but rather of when. At my second ever
U.S. intellectual property conference, another leading
scholar handed me a bundle of photocopied articles he
thought I should read in preparation to present my own
magnum opus in the area. I was definitely onto something!
I went all out with this one. I read all of those
photocopied articles, consulted my old IP notes from my
Cambridge days, made additional notes based on new
reading and discussions with all the professors I could think
of, and, by George, I thought I had it! Basically, my idea
tv* *R2.Oq )/ *(TTW*) )Sv) R)9* /Pvq )/ [+Wv)W 0Wt sui generis
IP rights (like the E.U. had done), provided that we all
understood their limitations and boundaries. In other words,
new rights were fine if they were clearly delineated and there
was clarity as to how far they extended into areas like free
access to information.
<SW .+/uOW2 tv* )Sv) )SR* RZWv Z/W*09) */(0Z 'W+q
theoretical or v[vZW2R[j ?WvOOq R)9* ,(R)W .+vT2v)R[j
Doctrinal. Nuts and bolts. The death knell for a tenure piece.
So I had to spice it up a bit. (Oh, and if I could manage it, I
also needed a killer title: preferably one with a colon.)
This is what my final abstract ended up looking like:
This Article presents a new paradigm for thinking
about intangible property rights in response to recent
criticism that information products such as databases
should not be over-propertized. Analyzing the inherent
problems with existing approaches, the Article
concludes that creating private property rights in these
intangible assets will not inevitably lead to
commercial and social problems. On the contrary,
legislatures can create private property rights that
9

Brown et al., supra note 8; Reichman & Uhlir, supra note 8; Reichman
& Samuelson, supra note 8.
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when accompanied by appropriate oversight and
monitoring will preserve commercial markets and the
public domain of information. Indeed, a new database
law can use the concept of property as an organizing
tool to properly balance private rights and the public
policies. In developing this new approach to database
protection, this Article examines the international
debate on the creation of private property rights in
databases. Furthermore, unlike previous models for
sui generis database protection law based on copyright
or trade secret law, the model in this Article draws on
the principles underlying trademark and patent law in
reaching a new solution.

Pretentious, right?
c 2Wv0l c [/(OZ Sv'W *vRZC U6W [/(OZ [+Wv)W v 0Wt
database right by clarifying what it applies to, and maybe
creating a registration system to put other people on notice
/V +RTS)* [OvR2WZj=10
Coulda. Woulda. Shoulda.
"() c ZRZ09)j
Instead, I made the much more spurious but
philosophical-*/(0ZR0T [OvR2 )Sv) tW *S/(OZ UZ+vt /0 )SW
principles underlying trademark and patent law in reaching
v 0Wt */O()R/0=j {+vtR0T /0 .+R0[R.OW* R* v T+Wv) tvq )/
sound theoretical. Also, no one knows what you really mean
RV q/( Z/09) *vq /0 tSR[S .+R0[R.OW* q/(9+W v[)(vOOq Z+vtR0Tj
In honesty, I was only drawing on patent law in as much as
patent claims require a clear explanation of the information
being claimed as a patentable invention, and I was only
drawing on trademark law (and again patent law) in the sense
10

And, yes, I am aware that even this argument, simply put, has a number
of inherent problems like, Uhow precisely do you clarify what the right
applies to?= I discussed some of this at the conference (guess you
literally had to be there). I9m certainly happy to admit that the final
article as published didn9t contain the most pragmatic solutions to a
complex problem, but that9s beside the point relating to the obfuscatory
way I wrote the darn thing.
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that both require registration of what is being claimed to put
others on notice of prior rights, and to enable others to
challenge the scope of the rights being claimed.
c *S/(OZ09) uW )// Z/t0 /0 2q*WOV SW+Wl uW[v(*W R)
was actually a new idea at the time. The E.U. Database
Directive, which had raised a lot of hackles at that point, did
not have a registration or notice system. It was largely based
on existing copyright systems which, for the most part in
g(+/.Wl ZRZ09) +W,(R+W +WTR*)+v)R/0l 0/)R[Wl /+ v0q ZW*[+R.)R/0
of the exact rights being claimed. The Berne Convention did
away with copyright formalities a long time prior to the
enactment of the Database Directive, so any database
property system derived from copyright in the European
Union was likely to follow the same approach.11
In other words, my suggestion that the U.S. adopt a
more formalized system for databases than the E.U., relying
on notice, registration, and clear descriptions of the rights
claimed, was arguably a contribution to the scholarship,
S/tW'W+ .//+Oq t/+ZWZj c)9* *R2.Oq v [/0)+Ru()R/0 )Sv)
could have been made more in a more straightforward
2v00W+ RV c SvZ09) uWW0 */ u/(0Z (. tR)S )SW 2W0)vOR)q /V
crafting theory as opposed to clearly articulating what I was
trying to say. Sure, you can do both, but unfortunately that
seemed to be beyond me at the time.
c9Z .+/uvuOq 2vPW *R2ROv+ [/22W0)* vu/() )SW
structure, organization and word length of the piece. This
was an article that had a very simple argument, had a
manageable handful of pre-existing authorities to cite, and
could have been written in about half the length it took, and
with a much less flowery vocabulary. It satisfied my tenure
committee then (and to an extent myself as well, proving to
11
Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works
art. 5(2), Sept. 9, 1886, revised at Paris July 24, 1971, 25 U.S.T. 1341,
1161 U.N.T.S. 3 (UThe enjoyment and the exercise of these rights shall
0/) uW *(uQW[) )/ v0q V/+2vOR)qa=).
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2q*WOV )Sv) c [/(OZ R0ZWWZ Ut+R)W ORPW v0 #2W+R[v0=nl u() c
Z/09) )SR0P R)9* S/t c9Z t+R)W v *R2ROvr piece today. In fact,
c92 Zv+0 *(+W R) R*09)j
\/tl c92 0/) uOv2R0T v0q/0W SW+W u() 2q*WOV V/+ )SW
way I interpreted advice I was given, or my response to it.
Over the years I found my own distinct scholarly voice—a
voice that made me happy and ultimately satisfied my tenure
committee and my outside reviewers. Some people are born
with it, and some develop it over time. I could excuse myself
by saying I come from a foreign system and it was harder for
2Wl u() c Z/09) )SR0P R) tv*j
I do think many of us tie ourselves up in knots trying
to satisfy multiple masters (sorry if that term is genderist, but
it captures my meaning) while on the tenure track when we
may be better off developing our own voices. Of course,
there are standards and requirements, but usually there are
ZRVVW+W0) tvq* )/ V(OVROO )SW2j <Sv)9* tSq )SW )W0(+W )+v[P R*
longer than five minutes. Ideally, the allotted years should
give you a chance to understand your obligations to your
institution as well as to develop your own scholarly voice.
And what about those other issues that crop up on the
)W0(+W )+v[P& )SW /0W* )Sv) v+W09) vu/() '/R[W /+ T+/t)S v* v
scholar, but are more whimsical, like titling your article and
placing it. Ah, placement is a whole other game and one I
also had to learn in America. For this game, I have to say, it
did make a difference that I came from another country with
no experience in the student-edited law journal system. With
peer-reviewed journals, as in the Anglo-Australian system
with which I was familiar, you submit to one journal at a
time, and you usually start with the one you most hope will
publish you. It takes some time (often two to three months
or more) for the reviewers to get to your piece, and then you
get a final answer which goes something along the following
continuum: accept, accept subject to revisions, reject but
encourage resubmission, reject. Once you have this
response from the journal, your next move becomes
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relatively clear: move on to the next journal in the list or
continue with the first one and work with their response.
c92 0/) [/2.v+R0T )SW 2W+R)* /V )Sv) *q*)W2 tR)S )SW
2W+R)* /V )SW :j>j *q*)W2 v) vOOj c9'W SvZ )S/*W ZWuv)W*
elsewhere and have come to the ultimate fence-sitting
opinion that no system is perfect. However, I am saying that
when I first received an acceptance from one of the eightyor-so journals my colleagues suggested I send my
2v0(*[+R.) )/l R) *R2.Oq ZRZ09) VWWO +RTS) )/ Z/ tSv) 2q
2W0)/+ )SW0 R0*)+([)WZ 2W )/ Z/j >SW *vRZC U0/t q/( )Sv0P
them for the offer, and ask them how much time you have to
Wr.WZR)Wj=
gr.WZR)W$ >vql tSv)$ #0Z tv*09) )Sv) R0[+WZRuOq
rude? When a journal asks you if you want to publish with
)SW2l q/( *vq UqW*j= 12 z/( Z/09) 2W** v+/(0Zj z/( Z/09)
T/ uv[P )/ )SW2 v0Z *vq US/t 2([S )ime will you give me
)/ Wr.WZR)W$= o#0Z UWr.WZR)W= tv* v tS/OW 0Wt t/+Z v0Z v
whole new world to me in this context.)
Sure enough, when I sent the email to the editors,
)SWq ZRZ09) uv) v 'R+)(vO WqWORZj <SWq Q(*) )/OZ 2W )SWq [/(OZ
give me up to two weeks if I needed it. They had absolutely
expected me to ask, and it would have seemed weird to them
RV c SvZ09)j c) )//P 2W qWv+* )/ TW) [/2V/+)vuOW tR)S )SR*
*q*)W2j #TvR0l c92 0/) *vqR0T )SW+W9* v0q)SR0T t+/0T tR)S
it; just saying it was kind of like learning a foreign language.
My database piece, as I mentioned, was ultimately
published in the Berkeley Technology Law Journal, and that
particular placement brought a whole new world of angst to
my tenure-track life. That was back in the days when
U*.W[RvO)q= Q/(+0vO* tW+W +WOv)R'WOq 0Wtl /+ v) OWv*) +WOv)R'WOq
new in my field, and definitely relatively new in terms of
tenurable scholarship requirements at some schools. While
specialty journals were accepted fare in some fields, like
12

Much like the advice Bill Murray gives Dan Aykroyd at the end of the
original Ghostbusters (ten points if you got the reference).
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international law which has a longer history of publishing in
*.W[RvO)q +W'RWt*l )SW +(OW* tW+W09) */ [OWv+ V/+ cA Q/(+0vO*
R0 )SW Wv+Oq v(TS)*l OW) vO/0W Q/(+0vO* u+v0ZWZ v* UOvt v0Z
)W[S0/O/Tq= Q/(+0vO*j 6S/ P0Wt RV )SR* 0Wt-fangled
Internet thing would even last?
Over and over I confronted the question of specialty
versus general journals. This question actually broke down
into a series of sub-questions, raised by a number of my
colleagues. Was my work more likely to be read in a
specialty journal or a general journal? (Remember, this was
the early 2000s, so not everything was online yet. Even
>>?\ tv*09) v uRT )SR0T R0 OWTvO v[vZW2R[ .(uOR*SR0T v) )SW
time.) Were law journal editors at schools with a specialty
IP journal less likely to take IP articles, and more likely to
pass them on to the editors of their specialty journal? In
other words, was it getting harder to publish specialty pieces
R0 TW0W+vO Q/(+0vO*$ >/2W /V )SW UOvt v0Z )W[S0/O/Tq=
Q/(+0vO* .(uOR*SWZ /0OR0W /0OqC ZRZ )SR* 2vPW )SW2 UOW**W+=
journals? Did it give their articles more of an ephemeral or
transient quality? How did you compare the ranking of, say,
a Top 50 general journal with a Top 20 specialty journal? In
other words, was it better to publish in the specialty journal
at a higher ranked school than a general journal at a lower
ranked school, or did general journals automatically get
more street cred because there was more competition to
place articles there?
Oh, the wringing of hands and the gnashing of teeth!
BPvql */ )Sv)9* v0 WrvTTW+v)R/0l u() R) ZRZ09) VWWO ORPW
R) uv[P /0 )SW )W0(+W )+v[Pj c92 .OWv*WZ )/ *vq )Sv) v 0(2uW+
of specialty journals, in my field and in others, quickly
established themselves as leading fora to place articles and
c92 .+/(Z )/ Sv'W .(uOR*SWZ v 0(2uW+ /V )R2W* R0 "<LJ as
well as other terrific specialty journals, with smart, hardworking, and engaged editors.
At the end of the day, my tenure package was a
combination of articles in specialty journals and articles in
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general journals and, at the time, in case anyone is interested,
2q SRTSW*) U.Ov[WZ= TW0W+vO Q/(+0vO* tW+W )S/*W v) *[S//O*
)Sv) ZRZ09) Sv'W *.W[RvO)q cA Q/(+0vO*j <Sv) 2vq uW
coincidence, or it may answer at least one of those angsty
,(W*)R/0* vu/'Wj c Z/09) .+W)W0Z )/ Sv'W )SW v0*tW+* )/
many of those questions, and, honestly, c Z/09) .+W)W0Z )/
care all that much now. After enough angst to sink a ship
(and again I have to say I take full responsibility for
vV/+W2W0)R/0WZ v0T*)nl c Z/09) 2([S [v+W v0q2/+Wj \/t c
publish in venues that I like, usually tSW0 c92 TR'W0 v
chance— like this one—to write something that interests me
regardless of whether it pleases or displeases anyone else.
"() )SW0 vTvR0l c92 0/) /0 )SW )W0(+W )+v[P v0q2/+Wj
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